
Introduction

 Heroes and superheroes 

 Superpowers/being good

 Kierkegaard and double danger

 Responsibilities and duty (Kant)

 Utilitarianism (John Stuart Mill)

 Plato’s Cave 

 Buffy and duty and awareness

 Superheroes and characters as role models. 

 Learning outcome 2: Critically apply theoretical considerations to 
generic popular texts (applying philosophical considerations) 
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Heroes and Superheroes  

 Hero=embodies noble qualities, super-

human qualities, illustrious warrior 

 Superhero = extraordinary powerful 

person with weaknesses and strengths 

but noble 

 Face danger for the good of others

 Stands for good and does right

 Has superhuman powers 
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Being a hero

 Superheroes know there is no self-fulfilment 

without self-giving

 Sacrifice takes self-discipline and self-

sacrifice

 Superheroes remind us of self-discipline and 

working from something good, noble is 

important
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Why should we be good

 Superheroes are committed usually to what is 

right and good

 We can also include characters such as Merlin

(2.25 mins) 

 In the Republic, Socrates gives an argument that 

people should seek to be good
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https://youtu.be/_rhViLkTKbY


Kierkegaard and Double Danger

 Kierkegaard (1813-1855) we are called upon 

by God to love our neighbour as ourselves

 First danger – is our inner obstacle to goodness, 

justice and love

 Second danger – is external one 

 Confronted with double danger in efforts to be 

good

 E.g. Marvel’s Daredevil (2.41)
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https://youtu.be/m5_A0Wx0jU4


Moral person 

 Moral person – must engage in self-denial to 

overcome selfish desires 

 To act in the interests of others 

 E.g. Merlin saving Arthur (0.55)

 X-Men highlight the double danger

◦ Some work for good but face struggles including 

fear and hate(second danger) 

◦ And inner struggles e.g. Wolverine
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https://youtu.be/8rc4dcoDgcM


Why be Moral 

 Plato argues that morality reflects true deep character 
of the universe

 Kierkegaard believed a religious vision is needed to give 
us reasons to be good

 Homo religious – inclined towards a religious sensibility 

 X-Men (and other superheroes) religion is usually absent 

 Moral relativists claim that moral properties are always 
relative

 Moral Universalists – morals (right/wrong) apply across 
societies and cultures 
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Plato’s Cave

 People live their entire lives in a dark cave

 https://youtu.be/1RWOpQXTltA (4.32 mins)

 Their reality 

 Leaving the cave – they discover there is more to reality 

 E.g. Marvel’s Agents of SHIELD (2.50 mins) 

 Plato= philosophers recognise higher dimension to reality 

 Idea relates to vampire slayers – aware of higher and lower 
dimensions

 Q in Star Trek (3.19) 
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https://youtu.be/1RWOpQXTltA
https://youtu.be/T3T-evQZiQo
https://youtu.be/QuyjhM1vL9I


Make our own reality

 We create the world of our experience out of our beliefs

 E.g. in Buffy, Marcia becomes invisible (4.18 mins) 

 The world is constituted by our thoughts

 Structure and existence are determined by our choices

 Fear and love – two poles around which the world is 

constructed
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https://youtu.be/_qmaYSAgVXI


Buffy the chosen one

 Buffy (3.04 mins) chosen one to hunt 

vampires

 Destiny and responsibility 

 Burden of duty 

 Kant – duty  - moral person does what they 

have to do, what duty requires
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https://youtu.be/t5IBTHZPsDM


Duty and morality  
 Sacrifice and protecting others

 Buffy tries to abandon her duty as slayer on occasions

 The Doctor also tries to run away from being the Doctor on 
occasions

 But always accept their duties and responsibilities in the end

 https://youtu.be/nP793RzqHxM (2.47 mins) 

 Kant – only through duty do we have true freedom 

 Seeking our own physical desires and needs, we become 
slaves in a mechanistic world
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https://youtu.be/nP793RzqHxM


Utilitarianism (4.34 mins)

 John Stuart Mill (1806-1873)

 Utilitarian – obliged to perform the greatest overall 

good

 E.g. Superman faces choice of representing his 

newspaper at press conference or rescuing a plane 

with engine failure

 Duty to remain a superhero 

 Doctor Who – kills others to save larger groups of 

people
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https://youtu.be/YuVreCbQOwc


Fear of Harm 

 Fearing harm is part of being human 

 Superhero stories portray harm that can enter 

our lives

◦ E.g. mad scientist, power hungry politicians, loners, 

terrorism, businessmen wanting only profit.

◦ Superheroes prevail against adversity 

◦ The superheroes use force to overcome evil but 

don’t become evil 

◦ Seneca –choose a moral hero as… as your ethical 

pattern…’ Superheroes also fulfil this role
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Summary

 So we can think about superheroes

 And other characters in fantasies and science fiction 

 That we can consider as heroes

 And think about them in relation to different philosophies

 Including Kierkegaard’s double danger, Utilitarianism, 

Kant’s notion of duty, Plato’s Cave, morality. 
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Assignment question 

 Analysing [name of character from programme] in relation to 
Kierkegaard’s concept of double danger

 You could then look at a character in terms of their inner conflicts 
and outer conflicts. 

 Plato’s cave analogy as applied to [name of programme] = 
where the superhero has more knowledge, awareness etc. 
compared to the other characters

 The Good Place can be used in relation to analysing philosophical 
concepts e.g. Analysis of The Good Place in relation to…morality/ 
Plato’s cave, duty etc. 
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